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Abstract
Advances in projector-camera technology allow for the transformation of virtually any surface into
a display screen, leading to increased opportunities for interactive ubiquitous displays and mixed
reality environments. While rear-projection environments are often prohibitively space-consuming,
front-projection display systems suffer from occlusions. When a user interacts with the display or
inadvertently blocks the projector, distortions appear in the projected image and shadows are cast
on the display surface. However, sufficient knowledge of these occlusions allows for a corrected
projection display in which overlapping projectors can fill in the occluded region, thereby producing
an apparently unoccluded display. As a starting point to this objective, an occlusion detection system
for a front projection display environment is presented. The approach is based on a camera-projector
color calibration algorithm that estimates the RGB camera response to projected colors, allowing
for predicted camera images to be generated for each projected scene. Pixel-wise color differencing
between observed and predicted camera images is then employed to locate occluded display regions.

1. Introduction

Significant progress has been made in addressing the challenges associated with creating high-quality
projected displays, often by exploiting computer vision techniques. For instance, camera-projector
calibration algorithms have been developed to achieve geometric and color seamlessness [8][13][4]
across multiple overlapping projectors. This effectively creates a single, possibly non-planar, high-
resolution display. Other camera-projector systems have been developed for projecting compensated
images onto textured surfaces [5] or texture onto three-dimensional objects [1]. As advances in
projector-camera technology allow virtually any surface to be transformed into a display screen, sev-
eral opportunities emerge for innovative use of video projection in interactive ubiquitous displays
[6][12][16] and mixed reality environments [7][10]. For instance, Pinhanez [6] introduces a steerable
camera-projector system to follow users across a space and transform nearby surfaces into projected
touch screens. As well, Raskar et al. [10] use hand-held environment-aware wireless projectors to
augment the physical world with self-configuring displays.

Rear projection systems unfortunately tend to pose inordinate space requirements, thereby motivating
the use of front projection instead, in interactive display environments. However, a computer vision
challenge related to front-projected displays is that of occlusion detection. Occlusions occur when
a user interacts directly with the display (e.g. via gestures or tangible bits), or inadvertently blocks
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the projector. Differences in depth, surface shape and reflectance properties between the display
surface and the occluding object can lead to distortions in the projected image. As well, shadows are
often introduced on the display, resulting in loss of information in the occluded region. Knowledge
of occlusions is therefore imperative in order to reduce the undesirable effects of shadows and to
avoid projecting distracting light on users. It can also be used to assist in such tasks as body or hand
tracking. As another interesting application, an occluding object itself could potentially be augmented
by customizing the projected imagery in the corresponding display region.

Our first step towards achieving this goal was to build a prototype camera-projector system for occlu-
sion detection in a front-projected display environment. Our approach is based on a camera-projector
color calibration algorithm that estimates the camera response to projected colors. Camera images
can then be predicted for each projected scene and compared with observed images to locate occluded
display regions. Such regions correspond either to the occluding object itself or to its shadow.

2. Related Work

Since illumination from front projection can severely distort the inherent surface color of an occluding
object [6][14][15][17], this complicates the task of locating the source of occlusion based solely on
its appearance (e.g. with the use of color recognition algorithms). This problem has been addressed
in the context of specific applications, for instance, hand detection or tracking in augmented reality
environments. Takao et al. [14] use background segmentation with the constraint that the user’s hand
is only detected when proximal to the projection region. Pinhanez [6] employs motion segmentation,
assuming that occlusions are caused only by moving objects. The weakness of the previous method
is addressed by Von Hardenberg and Brard [17], who combine motion segmentation and image dif-
ferencing with a reference image to track moving and resting hands. However, dynamic projected
imagery can result in false identification of occluding objects. Sato et al. [11] detect hands using a
thermal infrared camera that senses objects within body temperature range. While robust to changes
in background and skin color, this approach requires expensive specialized equipment.

Other occlusion detection techniques have been applied to shadow elimination [2][3], where multiple
projectors provide redundant illumination in shadowed display regions. Rather than track the user
directly, Cham et al. [2] and Jaynes et al. [3] detect occlusions by tracking shadows on the display.
Assuming an unobstructed camera view of the projected scene, shadows are identified via pixel-wise
differencing between predicted and observed camera images; they are then filled in by a second
unoccluded projector. Cham et al. also use their shadow detection algorithm to infer the location
of, and avoid projecting light on the user. The two shadow elimination methods [2][3] differ in that
the former does not support dynamic displays. Images to be projected are known at system startup,
allowing a reference camera image of each unnocluded scene to be pre-generated. Occlusions cannot
be detected if projected images are constructed on the fly. Alternatively, Jaynes et al. [3] perform
camera-projector color calibration to estimate the color transfer function between the two devices,
which is used to dynamically generate a predicted camera image for the current projected scene.

Both shadow elimination methods impose the same constraint regarding system setup: they both
shadow elimination methods require the camera to be positioned so as to maintain an unobstructed
view of the projection surface. For applications in which only suppression of projected light on the
user is required, Tan and Pausch [15] employ a camera with an infrared (IR) filter. Both camera
and projector are aligned with the projection surface and are assumed to share the same focal point.
An off-axis IR LED array then reflects IR light off the surface, allowing occluders to be detected by



locating their shadow in IR camera images. This approach, however, cannot be used to eliminate
visible shadows on the display.

Many of the algorithms described above were designed for specific applications. Assumptions con-
cerning the characteristics of occluding objects (e.g. hand position, motion or temperature), as well as
constraints imposed on the placement, either of cameras or IR arrays, may reduce possibilities for user
interaction. However, by detecting occluded regions directly in the scene, By detecting all occluded
regions directly in the scene, and determining whether each represents the occluding object itself or
its shadow on the display, we hope to obtain a flexible algorithm that can be applied as a preliminary
step to various image processing tasks, as required for generic front projection applications.

3. Algorithm Overview

Our occlusion detection algorithm consists of offline camera-projector calibration, followed by online
occlusion detection for each video frame. Calibration is performed in two steps, namely geometric
registration to compute the transformation from projector to camera frames of reference, and color
calibration, to determine the mapping from projected colors to their corresponding camera response.
Calibration results are used to construct predicted camera images of each projected scene. Occlusion
detection occurs by pixel-wise differencing between predicted and observed camera images.

As an initial simplification, our current setup employs only a single camera and a single projector in
a static configuration. We also assume a planar Lambertian display surface of uniform color, constant
lighting conditions, and negligible intra-projector color variation. In future systems, we plan to scale
our algorithm to support multiple cameras and projectors, as well as arbitrary display surface shapes.

3.1. Offline Geometric Registration

To maintain a flexible system setup, we minimize constraints on camera and projector placement.
Each device may be mounted at an arbitrary position and orientation with respect to the display
surface. Furthermore, except during offline calibration, the camera need not maintain an unobstructed
view of the display, permitting the user to have direct contact with the projected display.

We derive the projector-camera pixel mapping and use it when generating predicted camera images.
The system can also compute a transformation that prewarps the projector image to correct keystone
distortion due to off-centered projection. The resulting projected image is aligned with the edges
of a specified world coordinate frame. Numerous methods have been proposed for automating both
geometric registration and keystone correction for camera-projector systems [9][12]. We adopt an
approach based on the work of Sukthankar et al. [12], and model the camera-projector geometric
transformation as a planar homography, given by:

[xp, yp, wp]
T = Hpc[xc, yc, wc]

T

Pixel correspondences required to compute the 3x3 matrix Hpc and the projector prewarping transfor-
mation are obtained by respectively detecting the corners of a projected and printed grid in the camera
view. For the scope of this paper, we omit the detailed description of these computations. Although
we currently do not model radial distortion due device optics, our model produces acceptable results
for simple projected textures.



3.2. Offline Color Calibration

Due to the many factors influencing the camera-projector system, including sensor and filter charac-
teristics, display surface properties, as well as geometric configuration, a camera viewing a projected
display is unlikely to produce an image whose colors match exactly those from the source image. In
order to generate predicted camera images for each projected scene correctly, we must ascertain the
color mapping from projected colors to camera colors. We estimate the color transfer function by
iterating through the projection of primary colors of varying intensities, measuring the RGB camera
response for each and storing this data as a color lookup table (CLUT). This approach is similar to that
of Jaynes et al. [3]. A small difference is that they complete calibration more quickly by projecting
fewer color samples and computing a parametric fit; however, more color deviations might occur as a
result of curve fitting.

We speed up our algorithm by projecting color calibration grids rather than separate images for each
calibration color. We use the pre-computed homography Hpc to map a rectangular subregion of each
color patch to camera space. The recorded camera response is the average RGB color over corre-
sponding patch pixels, measured over multiple camera images. As the stored CLUT values include
the camera response to the projector’s black offset we must also record the RGB response to an as-
sumed pure black color (R = 0, G = 0, B = 0). The predicted camera response, Cc to a projected
color Cp = (Rp, Gp, Bp) can then be computed by summing the predicted camera responses to each
of the projected color components, (Rp, Gp, Bp) in isolation, and accounting for the black offset. This
predicted value is then compared to the observed camera response at run-time.

3.3. Online Occlusion Detection

Camera-projector calibration results are used in the online process of occlusion detection. For each
video frame, a predicted camera image is constructed by using the Hpc homography to map the pro-
jector framebuffer image to camera space. Colors in this image are defined on a per pixel basis by
using the original projected colors as an indices into the CLUT. To account for the (typically) lower
camera resolution than projector resolution, the color for each pixel in the predicted camera image is
a color combination of a group of pixels in the projector input image. Pixel-wise color differencing
can then be conducted between the expected and observed camera colors. Significant discrepancies
between expected and observed values indicate the presence of distortions in the projected display,
which are assumed to be caused by occlusions.

4. Preliminary Results and Discussion

Preliminary results of our occlusion detection method were obtained using a simple front-projected
scene. Figure 1 illustrates the input projector image, the predicted camera image of the unoccluded
scene, as well as the corresponding observed camera image for comparison. We illustrate two com-
mon situations where occlusions occur in a front-projected interactive display. In Figure 2(a), the
observed camera image on the left depicts the shadow cast on the display surface as a result of the
user blocking the projector. Occluded display regions detected by the system are indicated in the right
image, in which occluded pixels are set to green. The second example, depicted in Figure 2(b), places
the occluding object in direct contact with the display surface. The corresponding occluded display
regions are also detected.

For projected scenes where both of the above situations occur simultaneously, further analysis of each



Figure 1. Camera view prediction; projector image (left), predicted (middle) and observed (right) camera images
of the unoccluded scene.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Camera view of occluded scenes and detected occlusions; (a) shadow on the display surface, (b) occluding
object in direct contact with the display surface.

occluded display region must be performed to determine the source of the occlusion, i.e. whether the
color distortion is due to the occluding object itself or to its shadow on the display surface. Other
important considerations include handling cases where the reflectance properties of the occluding
object closely match those of the display surface, or where the projected light overwhelms the color
of the object. In this case, the object may blend in with the display.

In interactive ubiquitous display environments employing front projection, processed occlusion infor-
mation can be useful for various tasks. As mentioned, redundant illumination by a second projector
can eliminate shadows, producing a seemingly unoccluded display. For occluded display regions cor-
responding to the occluding object itself (e.g. the user), distracting projected light can be suppressed.
Alternatively, a very interesting application would be to augment an occluding object with projected
light. Undesirable display distortions could be replaced with customized projection in that region,
thus achieving the effect of painting light on the user. This could be useful in the design of flexible
projected interfaces. As a simple example, different colors or shapes could be projected on the user’s
hand to convey system feedback. A more difficult task would be to project interface components
(e.g. menus) onto the user’s arm and body for easy accessibility.

5. Summary

Preliminary results of our camera-projector algorithm indicate its potential to perform general oc-
clusion detection in a front projection display environment. Different forms of occlusion (i.e. both
shadows and the occluding object itself) can be detected, as necessary for interactive applications
and shadow-corrected displays. In order to simplify the initial task of occlusion detection, our pro-
totype makes certain assumptions, such as constant lighting and planar Lambertian display surfaces.
To improve robustness for ubiquitous displays, these constraints will, no doubt, need to be relaxed.
However, of more immediate importance is the need to scale the algorithm to support multiple cam-
eras and projectors, in order to realize a true occlusion-free front-projection display environment. As
well, the system must be able to recognize the user in order to respond to interaction by customizing



projected information. An effective algorithm for occlusion detection and analysis would increase the
feasibility of using front projection for ubiquitous interactive displays.
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